
Item Data Unit
Face film 0.14(±0.01) mm

Face film weight 80 g/sq.m

Hole diameter 1.5 mm

PVC film shrink rate < 0.7 %

PVC film color

Glue color

Glue type

Surface Tension

Release paper

Release Force

Release paper thickness

Product width 0.98, 1.27, 1.37, 1.52 m

Light transmission

Temperature -30 ~ +80 ℃
UV resistance

Expire time

 Products introduce

Durability

 Indoor durability is 3 years when properly processed and applied
 Outdoor durability is 1 years when properly processed and applied
(unprinted film vertical exposure).

Shelf Life
Shelf life is 1 year from factory shipment.

Storage condition
Free from excessive moisture, temperature, direct sunlight (20°C x 50% R.H.).
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One Way Vision Inside Application : OWV15‐In

 white vinyl with Black back

transparent

Inorganic bionic sucker glue

>34 N/m

 OSIGN OWV15-In is One Way Vision which design for inside applicaiton. That
make installation more safe and reduce installation cost too. Our OWV15-In
allow stunning graphics on one side and a clear, unobstructed view from the
other. Virtually all glass surfaces now have the potential for maximum visual

impact. It is the perfect window-graphics media for outdoor advertising, including
vehicle and building wraps, POP, retail and commercial window signage,

corporate identity and much more. Benefits •Creates new, innovative media
space. •Allows printers to diversify their printing capabilities and expand their

customer base for greater profitability. •Offers cutting-edge graphics technology
that gives advertisers and printers a competitive advantage. •Allows premium ad

placement for high-profile advertising. Features •Among the most durable
window films in the industry. •Two perforation sizes and patterns, with up to 40%

of the film perforated to achieve the desired image resolution and one-way
visibility. •Clear pressure-sensitive adhesive and solid release liner. •Easy to

stall and remove. •Reduces heat and glare from the sun. •Enhances security and 

12 months 

20-40g/25mm

PE film

40 / 60

excellent

0.03mm


